MORE THAN 200 000 EXHIBITS IN MY VIRTUAL MUSEUM
Thousands of old coins and banknotes, hundreds of perfectly preserved military,
police and fire service uniforms, a huge collection of gramophone records thogether with
the mp3 files, more than one thousand matchboxes labels from the communism era, clay
whistles, nutcrackers, fine china, side arms, box irons, canonicals, hats, buttons…
These are only some of the fascinating collections of My Virtual Museum. The
collections which with the beginning of 2017 reached more than 200 000 exhibits.
During 7 years we have managed to accumulate a considerable number of various
collections, say the admins of MyViMu. Many of them, meticulously gathered for years, are
presented to the wider audience for the very first time. The more we are glad that
collectors have chosen no other website than MyViMu.
With time MyViMu has turned out to be the right place not only for the collectors but
also for all the enthousiasts of history, art, design and curiosities of every kind. To some of
them it gave the possibility to organize family heirlooms. For many writers it became the
valuable source of information and pictures (most of the photos on the website are
published under Creative Commons license). For history teachers – the place to look for
the interesting content for their lessons. For local patriots – the source of information about
their town or region.
The website gives to this already considerable (10 000 users in august 2017)
community of history and collecting lovers the possibility to communicate, discuss on
forums, but also to support each other in identifying the most mysterious exhibits and filling
up the gaps in their descriptions.
MyViMu is like a small virtual world where memories are brought back to life and
where dusted off collections get to shine again.
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